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YOUR TUTORS
TellYours offers storytellers a chance to be tutored by the very best artists and
producers across the storytelling, literature and theatre sectors.
This year’s tutors are:
Melanie Abrahams is a leading literature producer and curator in the England
arts scene. She brings diverse artists and audiences to the arts and the public
through her organisations Renaissance One and Tilt. Melanie champions Black
leadership in the North as an Enabler for Eclipse Theatre’s Sustained Theatre
funded project SLATE. Melanie was a recipient of a Women To Watch Award.
Livia Filotico is a producer, organiser, and founder of Filotico Arts. Over the
years she has worked with literary and cultural organisations, bookshops,
universities and publishers to organise and promote cultural events. She is a
fellow of The Audience Diversity Academy and holds a BA in Anthropology from
Goldsmiths University. Along with TellYours, she is also working on an
interdisciplinary festival celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Moon landing.
Daniel Morden is one of the leading exponents in the art of storytelling in the UK
and leader of the acclaimed Devil's Violin Company. For 27 years he has delighted
audiences all over the world at storytelling festivals. He is a regular at the major
literature festivals at Hay, Bath and Cheltenham. In London he has performed at
venues from the Barbican and National Theatre to the British Museum. He has
also worked on TV and radio and published books for both children and adults.
Jennifer Tang is an award-winning UK and International stage director and
theatre maker. She specialises in making new work across multiple disciplines.
Her practice regularly uses music as an integral component. Jennifer’s interest is
in making work that draws inspiration from specific communities and the stories
that arise from them. She has worked at The Young Vic; The RSC; The Royal Opera
House; The Drum & TRP and The Gate Theatre among others.
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